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I have found that students rike to pray from tonal centers, exproring the diatonic sounds against the chords with fairly"hit and

I mlsy,results. Generi. putt"rn, can r"retp with this by plugging in the right notes with the correct metric placement' There are so

r many formurae for getting artered sounds tr,at rt can ne overwherming. with some tonic based resources, I think students might

get better resurts and feer riore free to exprore altered sounds. Thanks to Jimmy Bruno for the idea that we can introduce one or

two of the arterations at a time, focusing on the sound of the concept rather ihan creating a multi-octave music theory/digital

dexterity exercise.

Wecanuseaone-oclavemajorsca|easaresourcetointroducethe,b^utside"sounds.
Lets first look at the additiorof 2 notes that alter the V chord with ab9 and #9'

you can see that tnese l# ;;; ff ."Jri. r*," degree, but we keep the natural 7th scale degree while deleting the natural

6,n. praying up to the naturar 7th scare degree wi* impry th! sound of the artered V on the top part of this derivative scale'

There are many ways to rook at this artered scare segment - a mode of melodic minor, diminished scale, part natural/part har-

monic minor - a, of these are terms that we shourd save for the theory crassroom. The goar here is to get students to find gooo

sounds, I suppose it |s ohvious that the upper three notes of the one-octave C major sca|e have been lowered by a half step, and

this may help students find the notes in multiple keys'

t"H::r: ,j;"rl;iffi*;l;.'r".r, 
on the tower hatf of the scale and create a line that moves toward the upper half when the

G7 (V) chord arrives.

The beginning of these phrases feature a generic treatment with a diatonic passage from the root of the key, then play into the

sound of the altered tones. Keep in mind that three of the first four notes of the key ]re in the Dm7 chord' Encourage creativity by

varying the starting note and its metric pracement as students become comfortabre with the sound. of course' there is no rule dic-

tating we arrive at the Ab note on beat on" of tt''" v .hord, but this is a good way to get the sound in their ear. Students will want

to stretch the arterations in either direction in order to increase the tension to taste. Here are two examples in the lower octave'

C Major

C major with V7b9/#9
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We can approach the sound of the V+ chord by getting students to convert the major scale to a melodic minor scale. Again, this

is too much theoryl When students like the tonal center approach, just lowering the 3'd scale degree will get the desired results.

Here is a simple idea going around the circle:

Dm? G7 C

This idea should be accessible to students because it is based on the five note - Do - Re - Mi - Fa - Sol pattern.The combination

of lowering the third and including the leading tone results in the sound of the V+ chord. (We know that the raised fifth of the V+

should be spelled: D#. You guessed it - too much theory!) The sound of this note resolving down to the 2"d scale degree is one of

my personal favorites and a bit of a clich6. Because the pattern above is based on a half note rate of harmonic rhythm for the ii and

V stretching the sound to one measure each will instantly give the students some creative freedom. Here are some longer ideas,

again featuring a tonic-based, scalar approach to start each.

Dm7 C

Dm7

This approach will still require practice, but simplifying sophisticated concepts into accessible sounds should get some good

results. After teaching college level theory for several years, it was liberating to remember the sound was the important part, not

the "intellectualization."
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